The convergence of the Mayer expansion is proved by estimating directly the convergence radius.
INTRODUCTION
In ret: 1 the analyticity of the pressure in the dipole gas was proved by a somewhat indirect method, i.e., by methods not based on a direct C" bound on the nth order coefficient of the Mayer expansion.
On the other hand, recently success has been met in finding direct C" bounds on the nth-order coefficient of the Mayer series for the twodimensional Yukawa gas in the region fie(0, 6~z) [here fl_~2 will be symbols denoting the inverse temperature; see refs. 2 and 3 for the unit conventions; in ref. 2 the result is stated only for fl < 4n, but it is obvious that the bounds obtained in fact imply that it holds for fie (0, 6n); in ref. 3 the result is obtained for fie (0, 16n/3) by a similar method].
With the above results in mind, we have tried to prove by direct methods also the convergence of the Mayer expansion for the dipole gas, with the aim of developing techniques eventually suitable to prove the often conjectured convergence of the Mayer expansion for the two-dimensional Coulomb gas at low temperature [i.e., for fie (8g, ~)].
So far we have been unable to understand the delicate cancellation mechanism necessary to obtain the desired bounds: we have, however, been able to find the mechanism for the much simpler case of the hierarchical dipole gas model introduced in ref. 4 and treated there by indirect methods. The ideas stem from our technique for sharp estimates on the truncated expectations for hierarchical models developed in ref. 3 and are exposed in Section 3 below after a brief review of the notations.
THE MODEL
Let ~k, k = 0, + 1,..., be a sequence of compatible pavements of R a with tesserae of size 7 ~, where 7 is an integer greater than 1. If A ~ ~k, we 9 (k)_ +1 ifxis apoint of Ain imagine it divided in two halves and set/~x --the left or the right half. To each A we associate a Gaussian variable z~ so
where A~ ~ is the tessera of size yk containing x. This is the hierarchical dipole field introduced in ref. where 0 is a tree with root r (see Fig. 1 ) and n >~ 1 endpoints labeled by (xi, ~), i= 1 ..... n; v are the tree vertices (excluding the root and the endpoints), out of which emerge s~ branches; v' is the vertex preceding v and, for each vertex v, there is an integer label h~ which is a summation index subject to the condition O<~h~<h~, (3.2) We explain now the meaning of the other symbols used in Eq. (3.1). We say that the endpoint i belongs to v, i Ev, if i can be reached by climbing the tree from v upward; then we define (Cood)s~7-ah~ n~, (3.9) where n o denotes the number of endpoints belonging to v and Co 1s a suitable positive constant.
Since Z~ s~<~2(n-1) and the number of trees is less than 2 4n, we have, for some/?-dependent C1 > 0,
where F, is the family of trees with n endpoints, l~ is the minimum value of the label h~, resulting from the condition (3.2), and Vo is the first vertex following the root.
We want now to show that, for some C > 0, We want to stress that this result is strictly linked to the bound (3.8). fhe usual tree graph expansion (7/applied to the truncated expectation in (3.7)
does not allow us to take into account efficiently the cancellations implied by the sum over the #i. i which is much worse than (3.8) in the case of some trees.
